Rotaviruses are the single most common cause of fatal and severe childhood diarrheal illness worldwide (>125 million cases annually). Rotavirus shares structural and functional features with many viruses, such as the presence of segmented double-stranded RNA genomes selectively and tightly packed with a conserved number of transcription complexes in icosahedral capsids. Nascent transcripts exit the capsid through 12 channels, but it is unknown whether these channels specialize in specific transcripts or simply act as general exit conduits; a detailed description of this process is needed for understanding viral replication and genomic organization. To this end, we developed a single molecule assay for capturing and identifying transcripts extruded from transcriptionally active viral particles. Our findings support a model in which each channel specializes in extruding transcripts of a specific segment that in turn is linked to a single transcription complex. Our approach can be extended to study other viruses and transcription systems. ouble-stranded RNA (dsRNA) viruses comprise a wide variety of families that vary in genome complexity. These families include Reoviridae with 10-12 genomic segments; Crysoviridae with 4 segments; Cystoviridae with 3 segments; Birnaviridae, Picobirnaviridae, and Partiviridae with 2 segments; and Totiviridae with a single genomic dsRNA. They also vary in their ability to infect diverse hosts from bacteria to humans, yet they share unique features reflecting parallels in their replication; for the Reoviridae, such features include a multicomponent capsid that crosses the host cell membrane and transcription of their dsRNA segments by capsid-attached enzymes. During cell entry, the outer layers of these viruses are lost, while their inner capsids provide a compartment for genome segments (10-12 dsRNAs). Transcript export occurs via channels at the 12 vertices of an icosahedral capsid; although crucial for establishing infection (because the transcripts act as templates for both translation and genomic dsRNA synthesis), the mechanism of transcript export is unclear. In particular, it is unknown whether the nascent transcripts are selectively released through specialized channels, and if so, what the basis of selectivity is.
Rotaviruses are the single most common cause of fatal and severe childhood diarrheal illness worldwide (>125 million cases annually). Rotavirus shares structural and functional features with many viruses, such as the presence of segmented double-stranded RNA genomes selectively and tightly packed with a conserved number of transcription complexes in icosahedral capsids. Nascent transcripts exit the capsid through 12 channels, but it is unknown whether these channels specialize in specific transcripts or simply act as general exit conduits; a detailed description of this process is needed for understanding viral replication and genomic organization. To this end, we developed a single molecule assay for capturing and identifying transcripts extruded from transcriptionally active viral particles. Our findings support a model in which each channel specializes in extruding transcripts of a specific segment that in turn is linked to a single transcription complex. Our approach can be extended to study other viruses and transcription systems. ouble-stranded RNA (dsRNA) viruses comprise a wide variety of families that vary in genome complexity. These families include Reoviridae with 10-12 genomic segments; Crysoviridae with 4 segments; Cystoviridae with 3 segments; Birnaviridae, Picobirnaviridae, and Partiviridae with 2 segments; and Totiviridae with a single genomic dsRNA. They also vary in their ability to infect diverse hosts from bacteria to humans, yet they share unique features reflecting parallels in their replication; for the Reoviridae, such features include a multicomponent capsid that crosses the host cell membrane and transcription of their dsRNA segments by capsid-attached enzymes. During cell entry, the outer layers of these viruses are lost, while their inner capsids provide a compartment for genome segments (10) (11) (12) . Transcript export occurs via channels at the 12 vertices of an icosahedral capsid; although crucial for establishing infection (because the transcripts act as templates for both translation and genomic dsRNA synthesis), the mechanism of transcript export is unclear. In particular, it is unknown whether the nascent transcripts are selectively released through specialized channels, and if so, what the basis of selectivity is.
To address these questions, we studied rotavirus, a major cause of gastroenteritis in infants and children worldwide (1, 2) , and a member of the Reoviridae family, which includes many viruses of veterinary and biomedical importance (3) . Rotaviruses deliver a 70-nm-diameter double-layered particle (DLP) to host cells following entry; the outer and inner protein layers package transcription complexes (TCs), proteins VP1 (RNA-dependent RNA polymerase) and VP3 (RNA capping enzyme), and 11 dsRNA genomic segments. The outer DLP layer is made of VP6 proteins (4) arranged as pentamers and hexamers forming 132 channels of three classes, including a class of 12 channels, each placed at the fivefold vertices of the icosahedral capsid. Underneath the VP6 layer is the single-layered particle, which comprises VP2 proteins and forms a thin continuous scaffolding layer, except for small pores along the fivefold axis of the icosahedron. These pores are in register with the 12 VP6 channels and serve as RNA exit channels for the newly transcribed positive sense single-stranded RNA (ssRNA). Close to these channels, 12 TCs interact with the viral genomic segments and attach to a hublike structure formed by VP2 (5, 6) . This organization implies that 1 of the 12 TCs could be unoccupied (7) (8) (9) .
Rotavirus RNA synthesis is thought to be asynchronous and moderately fast [50 nt/s for related orthoreovirus (10)], with some transcripts produced earlier than others (11) . It has also been shown that transcripts are released simultaneously through the 12 RNA exit channels (12) , but the assignment of specific segments to channels (if any) is unknown, because standard microscopy can only visualize the presence, but not the identity, of the extruded segments per single particle.
The DLP structural organization is compatible with two mechanistic models for transcript extrusion (Fig. 1) . The channel specialization model (Fig. 1A) postulates that each channel is linked to a specific TC and to transcripts of only one specific genomic segment (13) ; this model predicts that, at any given time, only one transcript of a specific segment can be extruded per channel of a DLP. In contrast, the channel generality model (Fig. 1B) predicts that each channel can extrude transcripts of multiple (perhaps all) genomic segments, but only one at a time. This model also predicts that, at any given time, a genomic segment may interact with several TCs; thus, some particles carry two or more transcripts of a specific segment extruded from two or more channels. Hybrid versions of the two main models are also possible.
To test these models, we determined the copy number of specific transcripts during their extrusion from transcriptionally active DLPs using a novel single-molecule fluorescence assay for transcript capture and identification (hereafter, CID assay; Fig. 2 ). CID combines RNA hybridization with single-molecule imaging using alternating-laser excitation (14, 15) on a total internal reflection microscope (TIRF) (16) . CID has the advantage of maintaining the transcriptional activity of viral particles, in contrast to approaches that may induce conformational changes in the channels, such as the use of anchor antibodies (17, 18) or labeling methods that target surface amines or cysteines. Our findings support the channel specialization model and exclude alternative models in which an individual segment is transcribed by several complexes and extruded through multiple channels. Our method can be implemented in the sensing of transcripts in other biological model systems.
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This article is a PNAS Direct Submission. CID uses three ssDNA probes complementary to sequences close to the 5′ end of a specific transcript: a biotinylated DNA for capturing RNAs on neutravidin-coated surfaces (capture probe C) and two fluorescent DNAs for identifying specific RNAs. The fluorescent DNAs were each labeled using a spectrally distinct fluorophore, with the two fluorophores serving as a donoracceptor pair for Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET); we refer to these DNA probes as the green (G) and red (R) FRET probes ( Fig. 2A) . The fluorophore positions were chosen to ensure that target hybridization results in a specific combination of FRET efficiency and stoichiometry, hereafter termed an E*/S code. In most experiments, we used a 0.35/0.5 E*/S code; i.e., a single fully hybridized transcript led to FRET efficiency of 35% (E* ∼ 0.35) and relative probe stoichiometry S of 0.5 (corresponding to a 1:1 donor:acceptor hybrid; see SI Materials and Methods). The probe sequences were varied to target different transcripts (Table S1) .
To establish that CID identifies transcripts with high sensitivity and specificity, we targeted a synthetic RNA version of the segment 11 transcript using capture probe C 11 and FRET probes G 11 and R 11 ( Fig. 2B ; SI Materials and Methods). After hybridization, surface capture, and single-molecule imaging, the E*/S histograms showed a single population of molecules with the designed code of 0.35/0.5 ( Fig. 2B) . Further experiments to capture synthesized ssRNA11 from RNA transcribed from DLPs also showed the specific E*/S code (Fig. S1 ).
These results matched exactly those for a positive control, a dsDNA construct (T 11 -G 11 -R 11 ) wherein the ssRNA11-specific FRET probes hybridize to a complementary biotinylated DNA (T 11 ) to produce the 0.35/0.5 code (Fig. 2C ). As a negative control, we tested for any nonspecific binding of the transcript from segment 11 to a probe set (G 6 , R 6 , and C 6 ) complementary to a transcript from segment 6; only two particles were captured, and none with the correct code (Fig. 2D) .
We then tested whether CID can detect both extruded and released rotavirus transcripts from transcriptionally active DLPs (11, 13, 19) by monitoring ssRNA6 synthesis after adding nucleotides in mixtures of DLPs carrying probes specific for segment 6 (G 6 , R 6 , and C 6 ). After allowing 2 min of transcription, transcripts were hybridized for up to 60 min ( Fig. 2E) , captured, and imaged. After hybridization for 15 min, ssRNA6 transcripts were clearly visible, matching the positive control (T 6 -G 6 -R 6 ; Fig. 2F ); the number of detected transcripts increased with hybridization time. All populations had S values of ∼0.5, showing that transcripts do not self-associate to higherorder structures on their release from DLPs; there was also no probe self-association (Fig. 2G) . These results showed a high level of transcription from DLPs even for short incubations with nucleotides.
Capture of Extruded Transcripts from DLPs Using CID. Subsequently, we detected specific transcripts during their extrusion from DLPs (and before their release) by capturing DLPs with transcripts of segments 6 and 11 extruded simultaneously (Fig. 3) . To detect such DLPs, we allowed transcription for 1 min (SI Materials and Methods), during which DLPs should produce 10-20 transcripts of each segment [assuming transcription at ∼50 nt/s (9)], with one transcript still attached to a DLP. After fixing the transcribing DLPs (SI Materials and Methods), we hybridized them to an ssRNA6 capture probe and ssRNA11 FRET probes; captured DLPs (311 particles) showed the expected code for a DLP carrying ssRNA11 transcripts (Fig. 3A) and exactly matched the code of the positive control (T 11 -G 11 -R 11 construct; Fig. 3B ). In a negative control (no nucleotides; Fig. 3C ), we captured only four molecules, and none with the code. These results showed that DLPs were captured through an extruded ssRNA6 transcript while carrying a yet undetermined number of extruded transcripts of segment 11. However, the S value of ∼0.5 for the main population and the absence of other populations of hybridized particles on the E*/S histogram (Fig. 3A) excluded relative stoichiometries of the two FRET probes other than 1:1 and further suggested the presence of only a single extruded ssRNA11 per DLP. For example, if a significant number of DLPs carried two extruded ssRNA11 transcripts, the bleaching or substoichiometric hybridization for some particles would have resulted in populations with 2:1 or 1:2 G:R stoichiometry and in broadening of the S distribution relative to the 1:1 positive control (Fig. S2) . In contrast, the S distribution for the captured DLPs matches exactly that of the 1:1 positive control (cf. black distributions in Fig. 3 A and B) .
To confirm the presence of a single extruded transcript of ssRNA11 per DLP, we compared the DLP-based acceptor emission intensity on acceptor excitation (A ex A em , a FRETindependent measure of the number of acceptor fluorophores per particle; using data from Fig. 3A) with that of the positive control (T 11 -G 11 -R 11 construct, with an absolute G:R stoichiometry of 1:1; Fig. 3B ). For a single extruded transcript per DLP, the mean A ex A em intensity for the captured DLPs should match that of the 1:1 control; however, if the DLPs carry two (or more) extruded transcripts for ssRNA11, the mean A ex A em for DLPs should be twofold higher (or more) than that of the 1:1 control (see Fig. S2 C and G for the A ex A em distribution for standards with G:R stoichiometries of 1:1 and 1:2, respectively; also see Fig. S2J for the mean A ex A em of the same standards). Our results showed no differences between the mean A ex A em intensity per captured DLP and the control ( Fig. 3D ; 5,492 ± 84 counts for DLPs; 5,673 ± 65 for the 1:1 control), leading us to conclude that only a single ssRNA11 transcript was present on the surface of each DLP during transcription.
To examine whether the extrusion of a single transcript per segment on transcribing DLPs applied to other segments, we targeted DLPs by swapping the capture and FRET probes used previously (i.e., we used a capture probe for ssRNA11 and FRET probes for ssRNA6). We performed the hybridization under the same conditions as those carried out to capture ssRNA6. To improve DLP capture, we used an additional capture probe (C 10 ) targeting ssRNA10; the results also showed the same ssRNA6-specific signal ( Fig. 3E; 322 particles) . The presence of a single capture probe (C 11 ) under these hybridization conditions resulted in a specific signal but less efficient capture of transcripts (38 particles; Fig. S3 ). The signal specificity was supported by comparisons with the positive control (matching the signal for released ssRNA6; Fig. 3F; 1,832 particles) and the negative control (8 particles showing no specific signal without capture probes; Fig. 3G ). Finally, as with ssRNA11 (Fig. 3H) , the mean A ex A em intensity for probe R 6 hybridized in DLPs matched that of the positive control (3,915 ± 72 counts for DLPs; 4,000 ± 37 for the 1:1 control), suggesting that the captured DLPs carry only a single extruded ssRNA6 transcript. Additional experiments aimed at the detection of a third rotavirus segment (ssRNA2) also showed the extrusion of a single transcript (Fig. S4) . are incubated with complementary capture and FRET probes (donor shown in green; acceptor shown in red), captured to the surface and detected using ALEX-TIRF. Specific transcripts are linked to specific combinations ("codes") of FRET efficiency E* and relative probe stoichiometry S; in most cases, an E*/S code of 0.35/0.5 is used. (B) The synthetic (+)ssRNA11 using FRET probes (G 11 and R 11 ) and capture probe C 11 (hybridization strategy, top right) gives a 2D E*/S histogram (n = 1,895 particles) with the expected E*/S code. (C) Positive control using T 11 -G 11 -R 11 , a dsDNA construct made of G 11 and R 11 hybridized to a complementary biotinylated ssDNA (T 11 ) matching a sequence in (+)ssRNA11. The E*/S histogram (n = 2,043) shows the E*/S code of 0.35/0.5. (D) Negative control does not show a specific signal when incubating (+)ssRNA11 with FRET probes G 6 , R 6 and capture probe C 6 targeting (+)ssRNA6. (E) Detection of nascent (+)ssRNA6 transcripts from transcriptionally active DLPs, either while extruded from DLPs or after their release. DLP transcription was allowed to proceed for 2 min in the presence of G 6 , R 6 , and C 6 . E*/S histograms (n = 1,402) clearly show the expected code after 60 min of hybridization. (F) Positive control using construct T 6 -G 6 -R 6 (designed as in B); the E*/S code for the control matches the signature for transcripts in E. (G) Negative control does not show a specific signal when incubating probes G 6 , R 6 , and C 6 in the absence of (+)ssRNA6.
These results establish that, for segments 2, 6, and 11, at most one single transcript of each of these rotavirus genes is being extruded from a DLP at any given time, and argue for a general mechanism in which at most one single transcript of any segment is synthesized and released from a DLP at any given time.
To confirm that the detected ssRNAs colocalize with DLPs, we performed CID experiments using antibodies for DLP capture (Fig. 4) instead of DNA capture probes. Specifically, we captured transcribing DLPs using a sheep antibody targeting VP6 (the protein covering the DLP surface with 780 copies) and a rabbit biotinylated antibody against sheep IgG; the DLPs were probed for the presence of extruded ssRNA2 (Fig. 4A) . The E*/S histogram for the captured DLPs (Fig. 4B ) displays a single population (n = 120) with the ssRNA2-specific E*/S code of ∼0.35/0.5, thus matching the results for DLPs captured using DNA-based capture probes (Fig. S4) . This single population matches the E*/S populations in two positive controls: probed ssRNA2 released from DLPs (Fig. 4C ) and probed synthetic ssRNA2 (Fig. 4D) , both captured using the C2 probe. Furthermore, the mean A ex A em intensity for probe R 2 hybridized on antibody-captured DLPs matches those of the positive controls (Fig. 4E) , showing that only a single ssRNA2 is being extruded from a DLP at a given time.
We also performed two negative controls. First, we substituted the VP6-specific antibody with rabbit γ-globulins and found only 12 colocalizations (some with the right code, possibly due to nonspecific interactions between DLPs and γ-globulins). Second, we performed immune-capture in the absence of the biotinylated secondary antibody; this pulled down only one particle and it did not have the correct E*/S code. These results confirmed that the vast majority of probed ssRNA molecules are attached to transcriptionally active surface-captured DLPs.
Actively Transcribing DLPs Carry Single Extruded Transcripts of
Segments 6 and 11. To confirm that specific transcripts are extruded through single channels, we modified our CID assay to directly observe colocalization of ssRNA6 and ssRNA11 transcripts at the single DLP level (Fig. S5) . This modification was achieved by using an ssRNA6-specific probe pair (capture probe C 6 and reporter probe G 6 ) and an ssRNA11-specific probe pair (capture probe C 11 and reporter probe R 11 ). If our predictions were correct, the probing of actively transcribing DLPs using these four probes should capture particles with an E*/S value of 0.1/0.5, because independent transcripts extruded through independent channels should be beyond FRET range (>10 nm; the E* of ∼0.1 is due to cross-talk between emission channels; SI Materials and Methods). Indeed, the DLP sample (357 particles) showed E*/S values of ∼0.1/0.5 (Fig. S5A) . Due to the nature of the sample (which contains both DLPs with extruded RNAs and released RNAs), the colocalization is in part due to captured DLPs and in part due to random coincidence of released transcripts. The degree of ssRNA6-ssRNA11 colocalization for the DLP sample was higher (P = 0.0004; Fig.  S5B ) than what was expected on the basis of random coincidence (SI Materials and Methods), supporting the presence of significant specific transcript colocalization on the captured DLPs. These colocalization experiments provided an opportunity to test the hypothesis that rotavirus transcripts can associate independently and guide sequence assortment during encapsidation (7). We thus used our CID assay to test for such an association between ssRNA6 and ssRNA11. We synthesized all transcripts (preparing a "total ssRNA" sample) by DLP transcription, followed by DLP removal (Fig. S5B) . The number of colocalizations for total ssRNA was then compared with the colocalizations expected due to random coincidence; the absence of any statistically significant difference further supported that the DLP-dependent colocalisation arises due to specific colocalization of transcripts on DLPs as opposed to colocalization due to capture of higher-order complexes of transcripts; we also conclude that, under our conditions, there is no detectable direct or indirect (within a higher-order self-assembled structure) association of ssRNA6 and ssRNA11.
Discussion
In this study, we introduce a CID assay for studying the synthesis of specific transcripts from rotavirus particles. The assay has a simple design and allows unambiguous identification and quantification of specific ssRNAs. We implemented the CID assay to study the extrusion and release of specific transcripts from rotavirus particles and characterized the specialization of the transcript exit channels for two specific segments.
CID Assay. The assay is based on a coding strategy that relies on two single-molecule fluorescence ratios (E* and S, forming the E*/S code) to identify RNA targets with high specificity and very low false positives, a task difficult for standard hybridization techniques that are often hampered by nonspecific hybridization due to use of either multiple short probes or very long probes. The CID assay circumvents the need for complex multicolor labeling that may complicate signal interpretation due to crosstalk between overlapping emission spectra. Although the DLP capture is indirect (because it mainly depends on interactions with the transcripts rather than the capsid itself), it has the advantage of maintaining the transcriptional activity of DLPs and the structure of the exit channels. The CID assay can also be applied to other Reoviridae members, RNA viruses, and transcription systems; its applicability will also increase as singlemolecule fluorescence microscopes become more robust, compact, and accessible to biology laboratories.
Channel Specialization in Rotavirus. Our CID studies of three rotavirus transcripts that differ in sequence, type of proteins encoded, and length (S2, 2,691 nt; S6: 1,356 nt; S11: 667 nt, representing long, intermediate length, and short segments, respectively) provide unambiguous evidence that rotavirus channels specialize in extruding specific transcripts from DLPs. Our results provide direct evidence for the channel specialization model, which is also supported by the fact that ssRNA TCs are thought to form before replication within the capsid and that RNA TCs are very tightly packed within the viral particles (9, 20) . Furthermore, our results, along with studies showing that RNA segments interact with unique TCs close to an exit channel (21, 22) while tightly packed in a semicrystalline state (23) , preclude the possibility that extrusion of a specific transcript occurs through different channels each time.
These RNA-TC interactions, mediated through the VP1 component of TC, may guide packaging of RNA segments in the capsid; the importance of these interactions suggests that our observations on ssRNA2, ssRNA6, and ssRNA11 are likely to reflect the behavior of all rotavirus transcripts. Our results, along with structural studies, also support the suggestion that 1 of the 12 TCs is not engaged with an RNA segment.
Our results also agree with the capsid organization suggested in studies of bluetongue virus (24) , another member of the Reoviridae family, which showed that the virus recruits a complete set of 10 RNA segments in the infectious capsid; notably, the absence of even a single ssRNA abrogated recruitment of the segments in the inner layered particle. The same report also suggested a hierarchy in the uncapped ssRNAs that leads to the formation of an RNA scaffold with a conserved set of RNA molecules per capsid. Although the mechanism by which rotavirus packages exactly 11 segments is not understood, it is thought that cis-acting sequences in the transcripts drive this process (7), as shown in influenza virus, which has eight negativestrand ssRNA segments and where it was shown (using FISH) that there is selective packaging driven by cis-acting regions located at the segment termini (25) . In rotavirus, in silico modeling revealed the presence of regions with codon conservation that may act as structural motifs of cis-acting sequences (26) . RNA sequences within viral segments are predicted to form conserved long-range interactions, stem loops, and codon conservation, but also dynamic ssRNA structures that may form intermolecular interactions or bind proteins to accommodate the segments in the confined space of the capsid. Under our experimental conditions, no evidence of such a scaffold was observed for total ssRNA (although we cannot discard the possibility of smaller oligomeric subunits). One possibility is that the assembly requires different reaction conditions. For example, our experiments were performed in the absence of ancillary proteins present in the DLP that may stabilize or unveil cryptic binding sites in the ssRNAs. Furthermore, the low ssRNA concentration used might have been unable to drive the formation of RNA-RNA interactions that can take place in the viroplasm (where the local RNA concentration may be very high). Further insight on the assortment process should arise from future studies on the RNA sequence, structures, or interactions that drive oligomerization; such studies will no doubt benefit from the CID assay.
Materials and Methods
Standard techniques for DNA labeling, synthesis of RNA transcripts, and DLP purification were used and are described in detail in SI Materials and Methods. The capture of transcripts in solution and extruded on the DLPs is described in SI Materials and Methods. Single molecule experiments are described in SI Materials and Methods. Details and procedures for data analysis are also presented in SI Materials and Methods.
